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PREAMBLE

This white paper is addressed to real estate owners 
of investment properties and individuals owning 
private properties, to individuals who wish to invest 
in yield real estate or development projects and 
to those who believe in the idea of the blockimmo 
platform and want to invest in the company as part 
of the security token offering (STO) 20% of blockim-
mo AG will be sold. Investors can buy IMMO tokens 
that are designed like securities, thereby benefiting 
on the one hand from increases in value and, on 
the other hand, from dividend distributions (further 
information on the STO is available in Chapter 6.2). 

There are also first useful findings for authorities 
(land registries, tax offices, regulators). The plat-
form of blockimmo AG enables simple, transparent 
transactions in real estate without middlemen and 
thus lowering the costs for the most important play-
ers (buyers respectively investors and the seller). 
The platform itself is a revenue generating machine, 
it finances itself as it receives a fee of each transac-
tion (1%). (the legal setup of the real estate fund is 
described in chapter 4). The revenues of blockimmo 
are paid out to the IMMO token investors in the form 
of dividends.
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1. HISTORY

Like a luxury watch, while complex, the Swiss re-
al-estate industry1 is a testament to the legendary 
Swiss precision and commitment to excellence. Its 
foundation is set by the land registrar2 and cadas-
tral surveyors, on top of which a well operating 
market has existed. However, transactions in this 
marketplace are dominated by banks, large invest-

1 https://medium.com/blockimmo/what-you-need-to-know-about-the-swiss-real-estate-market-2017-2018-5cf8badffccc
2 https://medium.com/blockimmo/how-the-swiss-land-registry-works-a-basic-guide-188866260be7 

ment funds, agencies, and third parties like notaries 
and legal entities. This represents a bottleneck in an 
otherwise efficient system. Value flowing between 
buyer(s) and seller(s) is partially lost/redirected to 
these intermediaries, quantifying the 
major impedance/inefficiency of this system. And 
transparency of transactions is disrupted. 
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1. HISTORY

The dependence on these intermediaries is due to 
the necessary facilitation of traditional (off-chain) 
transactions, and the market’s complex laws, 
regulations, and taxes. These serve an important 
purpose, helping stabilize prices and ensuring the 
majority of property is not foreign owned. One 
result is a market that has seen slow and steady 
growth since the late 90s and has not experienced 
the ‘pendulum swings’ many hotspots have (i.e. 

3 The investment market is particularly inaccessible - the prime investments happen behind closed doors and in small groups of known  
  investors before the general public has any inclination or an option to invest.
4 https://medium.com/blockimmo/crypto-nation-switzerland-a-glimpse-into-the-swiss-blockchain-ecosystem-8de03068e0a3

London, Paris, etcetera). However, navigating this 
complexity leads to a high barrier of entry, further 
solidifying the dependence on these intermediaries 
and creating an inaccessible market3.

Located in the heart of Zug, deemed the Crypto 
Valley4, blockimmo aims to facilitate an accessible, 
efficient, and transparent real-estate market.
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2. INTRODUCTION TO BLOCKIMMO1
blockimmo is a decentralized online real-estate 
marketplace. Like (traditional/centralized) online 
marketplaces, it 's easy to use and quick to get start-
ed. In fact, the only time a user ‘sees the blockchain’ 
is during the final confirmation/verification of an 
investment*. Users unfamiliar with blockchain tech-
nology and/or ÐApps will feel comfortable using 
our platform and can do so from any major browser 
(Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Brave, Status.im, Mist fully 
supported), and any device (desktop, tablet, and 
mobile friendly).  
 
blockimmo's first step is to facilitate the invest-
ment-in and sale-of (Swiss) real-estate. blockimmo 
alleviate the bottleneck of the current system5 by 
moving transactions on-chain (a form of automa-
tion, greatly reducing the dependance on interme-
diaries), and manage the system’s complexity by 

* The transaction is signed via a supported wallet (Ledger, MetaMask, and Trezor fully supported and integrated into our platform).  
 The experienced user is able to complete the transaction out-of-band, using any wallet to sign and execute the transaction.
5 https://medium.com/blockimmo/enabling-on-chain-digital-assets-in-the-real-world-456d80aed0b0
6 https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/ethereum
7 https://blog.ethereum.org/2014/05/06/daos-dacs-das-and-more-an-incomplete-terminology-guide

abstracting legal and regulatory processes from 
buyer(s) and seller(s).

A property is tokenized and transitioned to its on-
chain representation when it is listed on blockimmo. 
The property’s rights and ownership are then con-
trolled, enforced, and represented via Ethereum 
smart contracts. These asset-backed tokens6 are 
sold via crowd-sale, where they can be purchased 
in small stakes across many investors. Their own-
ership and trade then live in an ecosystem7  of 
people, organizations, and smart contracts. Fees 
are reduced by up to an order of magnitude and 
transactions become completely transparent due to 
the removal of intermediaries, which finally benefits 
the IMMO token investors, as well as the seller and 
buyer of real estate.
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2. INTRODUCTION TO BLOCKIMMO

This fundamentally changes the real-estate invest-
ment market. Investments can be made in small 
stakes (property is denominated in tokens), invest-
ments are liquid (tokens can be traded in secondary 
marketplaces8), and the market is assessable - in-
vestors have easy access to the market and sellers 
have access to larger audiences. All previously 
impossible, and all accomplished with a simple, 
minimal solution addressing the bottleneck of the 
current system while seamlessly integrating with its 
other components.
blockimmo ensures full compliance with all appli-

8 i.e. regulated decentralized exchanges and / or through direct peer-to-peer transactions

cable laws and regulations and has received „green 
light“ from the competent financial market author-
ities in Switerland and in Liechtenstein: both au-
thorities have provided blockimmo with a „non-ac-
tion letter resp. binding legal advice“. Additionally 
blockimmo has implemented anti-money-laundering 
(AML), know-your-customer (KYC), and manual pro-
cesses (blockID.ch).  
This bridges the gap between the real world and on-
chain transactions, a perfect marriage that delivers 
value to our users and ushers in a new paradigm of 
real-estate ownership and trade.
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3. USE CASES1
Ethereum is designed to be adaptable, flexible, and  
support a variety of use-cases (i.e. currencies, 
decentralised applications (ÐApp), decentralised 
autonomous organisations (DAO), etc.). blockim-
mo stays true to these principles. By representing 
the rights to real-estate on-chain (denominated in 
tokens9), and attaching minimal limitations/restric-
tions to these assets, real-estate ownership and 
trade are freed. There is no preconception about 
what is possible. Property tokens may even be listed 
and traded on regulated digital asset exchanges.

The following types of properties may be listed on  
blockimmo:

- Commercial (non-residential, investment)    
  single owner or multiple owners (Worldwide)
- Plots (developments projects) - single or  
  multiple Owners (depending on the project 
  type)
- Residential (investment) - single owner or  

9 In this whitepaper, references to token(s) always refer to digital assets complying to the ERC20 token standard.
10 https://medium.com/blockimmo/real-estate-laws-regulations-in-switzerland-95dc72220fd9

  multiple owners (Swiss citizen or B, C,  
  L-permit)
- Residential (private) - single owner  
  (Swiss citizen or C-permit)

Development projects can be listed on blockimmo, 
allowing property owners to raise funds from a pool 
of investors (in the same manner a commercial 
investment property is sold) in exchange for equity 
in the property (tokens). blockimmo will start with 
enabling sellers to list commercial investment prop-
erties. In the future the other 3 types of real estate 
are planned to be allowed as well, this depending 
on the progress of the platform itself as well as the 
country’s laws and regulations10 towards Blockchain 
and real estate in general.
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1. TECHNICAL OVERVIEW2
The blockimmo platform is composed of three 
major layers: our smart contracts11, the interface 

11 https://medium.com/blockimmo/the-smart-contracts-powering-blockimmo-fc16e1bbee09
12 https://medium.com/blockimmo/a-simple-layer-enabling-a-smart-contract-based-web-app-691f0b64c475
13 https://medium.com/blockimmo/the-serverless-architecture-powering-blockimmo-dc2df3e64b57

facilitating interaction with these contracts12, and 
our ÐApp13, which is developed serverless.
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2. ETHEREUM & SMART CONTRACTS2
A blockchain14 is an open, distributed ledger that 
can record transactions between parties efficiently 
and in a verifiable and permanent way. It is inherent-
ly resistant to modification of its data - once record-
ed, the data in any given block cannot be altered.

Ethereum15 is a blockchain architecture with an 
associated state database, capable of storing 
programs and their state. A smart contract is a 
collection of code (its functions) and data (its state) 
that resides at a specific address on the Ethereum 
blockchain16. It has a function-based interface - 
calling a function causes the miners of the network 
to execute the program and update its state in a 
trust-minimized way. A smart contract can hold and 
send the native value token Ether, and can further-
more call functions of other smart contracts. Thus, 
Ethereum can be thought of as a state transition 
system17, where there is a state consisting of all re-
corded data, and state transition functions that act 
upon this state to output a new state.  

14 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blockchain
15 https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/White-Paper
16 http://solidity.readthedocs.io/en/v0.4.21/introduction-to-smart-contracts.html#a-simple-smart-contract
17 https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/White-Paper

From a legal perspective, Ethereum replaces the 
need for previously trusted entities to validate and 
enforce agreements. From a business perspective, 
Ethereum is an efficient and frictionless means to 
move value between peers without the need for a 
large array of intermediaries, dramatically improving 
efficiency. From blockimmo’s perspective, Ethe-
reum’s openness, immutability & verifiability, and 
lack of centralization (trustlessness) in combination 
with its Turing-complete smart contracts (code is 
law) make it the ideal canvas for our platform. The 
processes and workflows surrounding real-estate 
transactions are greatly simplified and streamlined 
while gaining the aforementioned benefits and oc-
cur instantly in comparison to current processes.
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2. ETHEREUM & SMART CONTRACTS2
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2. ETHEREUM & SMART CONTRACTS2
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3. SMART CONTRACTS

Smart contracts allow blockimmo to clearly define, 
validate, and enforce agreements18. This is in contrast 
to the current approach - a written contract/document 
and the involvement of 3rd parties (i.e. lawyers, courts, 
governments, notaries, etc...). The latter ’s shortcom-
ings are obvious - human language is open to inter-
pretation (as opposed to code which is deterministic) 
leading to long-ranging, convoluted contracts/paper-

18 A transaction (or change in state) occurs when a condition is met.
19 https://medium.com/blockimmo/the-smart-contracts-powering-blockimmo-fc16e1bbee09
20 http://solidity.readthedocs.io/en/v0.4.24/

work, and grievous dispute handling (enforcement).
Along these lines, instead of only explaining the smart 
contracts powering blockimmo19 (which would be 
limited and open to interpretation), they are shown by 
blockimmo on the following pages (with brief transla-
tions for those not fluent in Solidity20)!
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4. L AND REGISTRY2
Land ownership is secured in Switzerland by a 
public land register21- an official record of the rights 
pertaining to plots of land22. These rights encom-
pass ownership, easements, encumbrances, and 
liens. The constitution, amendment, assignment, 
and cancellation of these rights are affected via en-
tries in the land register. In certain cases, personal 
rights such as purchase, preemptive and repurchase 
rights, or lease and tenancy agreements, may be in-
cluded in the land register. The federal government 
is the supervisory authority for the land registry 
system. However, there is no central land register 
for the entire country. The cantons23 are responsible 
for establishing their land registry offices, for defin-
ing the region covered by each land register and for 
the management of each register. Depending on the 
canton, land registers are either kept in paper form 
or, to an increasing extent, in electronic form. 

As properties are exchanged through the blockim-
mo platform, blockimmo creates an on-chain land 
register. This land register is truly immutable24, 

21 https://medium.com/blockimmo/how-the-swiss-land-registry-works-a-basic-guide-188866260be7
22 https://www.cadastre.ch/en/gb/objective.html
23 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantons_of_Switzerland
24 https://www.infoq.com/presentations/Value-Values
25 https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Smart_Property
26 https://medium.com/blockimmo/blockchain-and-the-future-of-real-estate-6b1fdfb06f56

open, secure, and verifiable. Rights pertaining to 
plots of land are expressed via smart contracts. 
Owners (people and/or organizations) are identified 
during the KYC process by their “on-chain” profile 
(i.e. with blockID). The federal government and 
canton land registry offices (through their on-chain 
identity) are able to interact with this on-chain land 
registry with transparency and specific permis-
sions/roles (assigned to their on-chain identity). 
All the while no trust is placed in intermediaries or 
centralized 3rd parties! 

Efficiency will improve and trade25 will occur with 
radically less trust, reducing fraud and mediation 
fees. Previously impossible trades will take place. 
Disputes will be completely avoided, and in the 
rare occurrence, more easily resolved as the state 
of the land registry can quickly and confidently be 
determined at any point in history. blockimmo plans 
to intensively work with the government and local 
authorities26 to transform the way land ownership is 
being dealt with today.

/**

 * @title LandRegistry

 * @dev A minimal, simple database mapping properties to their on-chain representation

 * (TokenizedProperty).

 *

 * The purpose of this contract is not to be official or replace the existing (off-chain) land registry.

 * Its purpose is to map entries in the official registry to their on-chain representation.

 * This mapping/bridging process is enabled by our legal framework, which works in-sync with

 * and relies on this database.

 *

 * this.landRegistry is the single source of truth for on-chain properties verified legitimate by

 * blockimmo.

 * Any property not indexed in this.landRegistry is NOT verified legitimate by blockimmo.

 *

 * TokenizedProperty references this to only allow tokens of verified properties to be

 * transferred.

 * Any (unmodified) TokenizedProperty's tokens will be transferable if and only if it is indexed in

 * this.landRegistry (otherwise locked).

 *

 * LandRegistryProxy enables this to be easily and reliably upgraded if absolutely necessary.

 * LandRegistryProxy and LandRegistry are our only contracts controlled by a centralized entity.

 * This centralization provides an extra layer of control/security until our contracts are time and

 * battle tested.

 * We intend to work towards full decentralization in small, precise, confident steps by transferring

 * ownership of these contracts when appropriate and necessary.

 */

contract LandRegistry is Ownable {
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5. MOVING PROPERT Y ON-CHAIN2
Upon being listed to blockimmo, a property is to-
kenized27. A smart contract is deployed that man-
ages this property, creating a token that officially 
represents the rights to this property and minting 
a fixed supply of it, denominating the property in 
tokens such that ownership can occur across many 
buyers in small stakes28. This total supply is initially 
assigned to the contract creator and will be distrib-
uted to the investors during the crowd-sale period29.
Until blockimmo verifies this property in the on-
chain land registry the property is locked and 
tokens can't be transferred. Once blockimmo has 

27 Converted to its on-chain representation.
28 1,000,000 (1 million) tokens are issued for each individual property sale (use of the standard decimal count, 18, means the smallest possible  
 unit of transfer is 1e-18 tokens for any given property).
29 In the case that a property is already on-chain, this tokenization step is unnecessary.

completed the necessary off-chain processes re-
quired by their legal framework to verify the prop-
erty's legitimacy, the property is verified in the land 
registry and becomes activated as it is now official 
and legally binding. 
The tokens attached to these contracts and who 
they belong to constitute the state of the land 
registry. Various people, organisations, and smart 
contracts will interact with this state and each other 
to enable the use-cases we’ve described thus far, 
along with others yet to be imagined.
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5. MOVING PROPERT Y ON-CHAIN2
/**

 * @title DividendDistributingToken

 * @dev An ERC20-compliant token that distributes any Ether it receives to its token holders

 * proportionate to their share.

 *

 * Based on: https://blog.pennyether.com/posts/realtime-dividend-token.html#the-token

 *

 * Users must take care not to leave their tokens in (centralized) exchanges before a payout or the

 * untokenization of a property.

 * This will result in those dividends being credited to the exchange instead of the user.

 * However dividend payouts are regularly scheduled and annual with sufficient fore-warning, and

 * we don't expect properties to be listed on any centralized exchanges - so this really isn't a

 * problem.

 * Still, we recommend blockimmo's decentralized exchange (0x) as we handle all edge-cases,

 * however minor.

 *

 * The user is responsible for when they transact tokens (transacting before a dividend payout is

 * probably not ideal).

 *

 * TokenizedProperty inherits from this and is the front-facing contract representing the

 * rights/ownership to a property.

 */

contract DividendDistributingToken is StandardToken {

/**

 * @title TokenizedProperty

 * @dev An asset-backed token (a property as identified by its E-GRID (a UUID) in the (Swiss) land

 * registry).

 *

 * Ownership of this must be transferred to ShareholderDAO before blockimmo will verify this

 * as legitimate in LandRegistry.

 * Until verified legitimate, transferring tokens is not possible (locked).

 *

 * Tokens can be freely listed on exchanges (especially decentralized/0x).

 *

 * this.owner can make two suggestions that blockimmo will always (try) to take:

 * setManagementCompany and untokenize.

 * this.owner can also transfer or rescind ownership.

 * See ShareholderDAO documentation for more information...

 *

 * Our legal framework requires a TokenizedProperty must be possible to untokenize.

 * Un-tokenizing is also the first step to upgrading or an outright sale of this.

 *

 * For both:

 *   1. this.owner emits an UntokenizeRequest

 *   2. blockimmo removes this from the LandRegistry

 *

 * Upgrading:

 *   3. blockimmo migrates this to the new TokenizedProperty (ie perfectly preserving

 *       this.balances)

 *   4. blockimmo attaches this.owner to the property (1)

 *   5. blockimmo adds the property to LandRegistry

 *

 * Outright sale:

 *   3. blockimmo deploys a new TokenizedProperty and adds it to the LandRegistry

 *   4. blockimmo configures and deploys a TokenSale for the property with TokenSale.wallet ==

 *       address(this) (raised Ether distributed to current token holders as a dividend payout)

 *          - if the sale is unsuccessful, the new property is removed from the LandRegistry, and

 *            this is added back

 */

contract TokenizedProperty is Ownable, DividendDistributingToken {
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6. FORMING A DAO AROUND PROPERT Y 
WITH MULTIPLE OWNERS2

By design, properties are tokenized such that 
multiple parties may own/invest in them. In this 
light, tokens of a property are similar to shares of a 
company. Not only does share of tokens owned in a 
property represent rights, but it also determines vot-
ing/decision-making power. Where there is a single 
owner of a property, the owner dictates all decisions 
(in his/her power). Where there are multiple own-
ers of a property, all decisions are made through a 
voting process. 

Any owner30 can make a proposal, in the form of 
an Ethereum transaction, to either send ether or 

30 https://www.ethereum.org/dao

execute some contract, and other owners can vote 
in support of or against it. After a predetermined 
amount of time has passed and a certain number of 
members have voted, the proposal can be executed 
- the contract tallies the votes, and if in favor of the 
proposal, executes it.

/**

 * @title ShareholderDAO

 * @dev A simple DAO attached to a TokenizedProperty (ownership of the property is transferred

 * to this).

 *

 * The token holders of a property extend and vote on Proposals which are either executed

 * (over 50% consensus) or rejected.

 * Proposals are Executed or Rejected at or after their closingTime, when a token holder or

 * blockimmo calls finalize on the proposal.

 * Generic information related to a proposal can be included in the generic string (ie the

 * configuration details of an outright sale's TokenSale).

 * Generic proposals can also be extended. A property's management company and/or

 * blockimmo will try to take these as suggestions.

 *

 * There are only a few decisions that token holders (investors in a property) can (and need) to

 * make.

 * No need to be general. We keep it simple and minimal here, enabling our users to accomplish

 * the necessary tasks.

 * - nothing more, nothing less.

 *

 * Just like in the real world, for commercial investment properties a managementCompany

 * makes all decisions/actions involving a property.

 * Investors only need to SetManagementCompany - a suggestion blockimmo will always take (if

 * possible).

 *

 * Aside from that, the only decisions investors need to make are:

 *

 * TransferOwnership enables this to be easily and reliably upgraded if consensus is reached on

 * this proposal (ie a different form of DAO or a BDFL).

 *

 * Upgrading:

 *   1. A token holder deploys a new ShareholderDAO

 *   2. The token holder extends a proposal to transferOwnership of TokenizedProperty to the

 *        new DAO (1).

 *

 * See TokenizedProperty's documentation for info on Untokenize and how/why this is used.

 */

contract ShareholderDAO {

DAO SMART CONTRACT

Submit 
Proposals 

Voting
&Decisions 

Distribute
Ether

DAO SMART CONTRACT

Submit 
Proposals 

Voting
&Decisions 

Distribute
Ethereum 
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7. SELLING COMMERCIAL INVESTMENT PROPERT Y
VIA CROWDSALE2

The blockimmo crowd-sale contract allows multiple in-
vestors to invest in a property. The crowd-sale can be 
configured by the seller to end after a certain amount 
of time, and reach a specific goal to be successful. If 
the goal is not reached, investors are refunded their 
ether and the seller receives all tokens back. Once 

successful the Ether goes directly to a seller ’s hard-
ware wallet, while tokens go directly to the investors’ 
hardware wallet. blockimmo uses battle-tested Open-
Zeppelin libraries, and this is extremely similar to the 
crowd-sales commonly used in ICOs.

/**

 * @title TokenSale

 * @dev Distribute tokens to investors in exchange for Ether.

 *

 * This is the primary mechanism for outright sales of commercial investment properties (and

 * blockimmo's ICO, where shares of our company are represented as TokenizedProperty)

 *

 *

 * Selling:

 *   1. Deploy TokenizedProperty. Initially all tokens and ownership of this property will be

 * assigned to the 'deployer'

 *   2. Deploy ShareholderDAO and transfer the property's (1) ownership to it

 *   3. Configure and deploy this

 *     - After completing (1, 2, 3) blockimmo will verify the property as legitimate in LandRegistry

 *       before seller can proceed to (4)

 *   4. Transfer tokens of TokenizedProperty (1) to be sold to this (3)

 *   5. Investors are able to buy tokens while the sale is open. 'Deployer' calls finalize to complete

 *       the sale

 *

 * Note: blockimmo will be responsible for managing initial sales on our platform. This means we

 * will be configuring

 *       and deploying all contracts for sellers. This provides an extra layer of control/security until

 *       we've refined these processes and proven them in the real-world.

 *

 * Unsold tokens (of a successful sale) are redistributed proportionally to investors via Airdrop, as

 * described in: https://medium.com/@FundFantasy/airdropping-vs-burning-part-1-613a9c6ebf1c

 *

 * If a sale's soft-cap is not reached (and the seller does not accept a lower price), investors will

 * be refunded Ether and the seller refunded tokens.

 *

 * For stable token sales (soft and hard-cap in USD instead of Wei), we rely on MakerDAO's

 * on-chain ETH/USD conversion rate https://developer.makerdao.com/feeds/

 * This approach to mitigating Ether volatility seems to best when analyzing trade-offs, short of

 * selling directly in FIAT.

 *

 * Up to three waves of discounts are also configurable by seller (ie investors get 10% more tokens

 * per Wei in the first 24 hours of a sale).

 */

contract TokenSale is RefundableCrowdsale, PostDeliverCrowdsale {

CROWDSALE SMART CONTRACT
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1. CASE STUDY - COMMERCIAL INVESTMENT PROPERT Y3
blockimmo is a focused and simple platform. It 
is the core of a diverse ecosystem and aims to be 
flexible and adaptable to support a wide variety of 
use-cases and plug-ins. blockimmo starts with a 
commercial investment property, demonstrating 
how common functionality seamlessly plugs into 
the platform. You will find many details in the fol-
lowing blog post.31

31 https://medium.com/blockimmo/investing-in-commercial-real-estate-with-blockimmo-46f5965aa622

33 to be added soon

2. MANAGEMENT OF A COMMERCIAL INVESTMENT PROPERTY3
The management of the commercial investment 
property will in most cases already be done by a 
professional real estate management company. 
blockimmo will take over this contract from the 
previous owner, and only if required might change 
this company to a different one. In most cases the 
blockimmo employee (partner manager) will keep 
a close eye on the quality of the property and the 

reports of the management company to ensure the 
interest of our investors are protected and closely 
monitored. At the end of the year a report will be re-
leased (common in this area) with all details of the 
property (condition, required maintenance, perfor-
mance, financial statement(s) etc.). 

3
Each on-chain property (tokenized and sold via 
blockimmo) will generate income that will be en-
tirely (aside from the 1% blockimmo transaction fee 
and the general deductions like reserve, tax, other 
costs, etc.) distributed to its owners / investors. 
The property’s management company (elected by 
the property’s owners / investors) is responsible 
for transferring each dividend payout to the toke-
nized property (smart contract). These payouts 
are regularly scheduled, but owners will also be 
notified by blockimmo when they occur. Owners of 
a property will be able to withdraw their share of 
dividend payouts by simply going to the blockimmo 

website, signing in, and claiming their portion of 
the dividends. It is important to note this process 
is completely decentralized and the owner (token 
holder) may also withdraw dividends directly from 
the tokenized property’s smart contract by pinging 
it with their wallet holding your tokens. The exact 
amount depends on their share of the property’s 
tokens and of course on the amount of income the 
property generated that period. These dividends 
are claimable at any time, and never expire or can 
be claimed by anyone other than the token holder, 
including blockimmo. Read more in the blockimmo 
blog post how this is going to work.32

3. DIVIDED PAYOUTS FROM A COMMERCIAL  
INVESTMENT PROPERT Y
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4. PEER-TO-PEER TRADING OF PROPERT Y TOKENS 3
An important feature of owning tokenized real 
estate is that it will be much easier to liquidate an 
investment. In the old world owners used to be 
registered in the land register - which makes their 
share of the property rather illiquid. With blockim-
mo their ownership is represented by the amount 
of tokens they hold and this is backed by a solid 
legal framework, postively ruled with the financial 
regulators. This also enables them to easily transfer 
their tokens to another party if they are in need of 
liquidity and want to sell (a portion or all) of their 
tokens. This can be done on the blockimmo plat-

form, blockimmo facilitates these transactions by 
matching buyers and sellers in a fully-legal, safe 
environment (all users of the platform go through 
a AML+KYC process). In addition once listed at an 
external regulated exchange liquidity can be creat-
ed. In the following blog post blockimmo goes into 
detail of how this marketplace exactly works33.

34 https://medium.com/blockimmo/democratizing-swiss-real-estate-investment-3c0804a235be
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1. LEGAL FRAMEWORK4
For months blockimmo has worked with their legal 
partner, industry expert MME Legal AG34, to build 
a solid legal framework supporting the real-estate 
(asset) backed tokens that will be transacted via 
blockimmo. The primary focus is ensuring this 
framework is secure and safe for the investor, while 
working alongside blockimmo's technology which 
is built on the Ethereum blockchain and meant to 
provide the best possible user-experience possible. 
blockimmo is very proud that the financial regula-
tors replied positively. 

* https://medium.com/blockimmo/blockimmo-a-regulatory-masterpiece-b415bdcc2f
34 https://www.mme.ch

blockimmo‘s legal framework is in line with the 
latest report of the Federal Council as of 7 Decem-
ber 2018 related to „the legal framework for block-
chain and distributed ledger technology (DLT)“: The 
report has expressively mentioned the chosen legal 
structure as valid and functioning. Therefore these 
tokens are coded with compliance - a true asset 
backed token, backed by the property behind it and 
fully-legal*. 

2. REAL ESTATE - HOLDING ENTIT Y4
There is currently no way to integrate a tokenized 
property (an on-chain digital asset representing 
the rights / ownership to a property) with the Swiss 
land registry - simply said it’s just too early. While 
an (official and fully-legal) on-chain registry would 
make our legal framework mentioned in (4.1) unnec-
essary, transitioning the Swiss land registry on-
chain in the short-term is an unrealistic expectation. 
The land registry isn’t the bottleneck blockimmo 
is addressing yet. To bridge this gap between the 
real-world and blockchain, blockimmo introduces a 
simple, temporary, centralised layer - a real-estate 
holding entity, so that the interface to the land reg-
ister is guaranteed.

Based on blockimmo's legal framework blockimmo 
is extremely happy to work together with their bank-
ing partner, 

35 https://www.bankfrick.li/en/

Bank Frick 35, another industry expert, to bring this 
framework to life. This means that real estate 
that is crowd-funded by investors is, after a suc-
cessful crowd-sale, owned by a fund, which in a 
solid, secure and fully-compliant way, completely 
guarantees the investor’s (token holder’s) interests 
(secure investing and ownership). Each property 
will have it’s own token and therefore have it’s own 
fund. There were other easier and cheaper ways to 
implement such a framework, but consequently less 
secure and solid for the investor. From the begin-
ning blockimmo wanted an absolutely solid solution 
for their investors, and blockimmo is excited to an-
nounce they have built this solution and that it will 
come to life soon. In order to learn more about the 
legal framework, do not hesitate to contact block-
immo. 
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1. OPERATIONAL PROCESSES5
blockimmo will go through several phases of rapid 
growth (see the chapter roadmap) and the team and 
services offered will grow accordingly. After launch 
a small but competent team will focus on the fol-
lowing aspects of business: 

DE VELOPMENT (SOF T WARE)

- Keep the DApp secure and up-to-date /  
 functional 
- Improve functionality and features (based  
 on our roadmap)

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT - RE AL ESTATE (SELLER)

- Seek new investment properties to list on  
 the platform 
- Support property owners who register to  
 sell their property 
- Validate registered owners (sellers) and  
 properties 
- Support with set up of sales parameters  
 (i.e. prospect and any further documentation) 

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT - INVESTMENT 
(INVESTOR)
 
- Seek new investors, create awareness to  
 join the platform 

- Validate registered investors which came  
 not through the KYC/AML automatically
- Answer support requests from investors  
 (phone, email, chat) 

FINANCE

- State-of-the-art bookkeeping for the company

Outsourced will be the following elements:
 
- Marketing / PR 
- Property Management (financial reporting  
 and operational management) 

OPER ATIONS - PROPERT Y MANAGEMENT

- Manage partner responsible for financial  
 reporting
- Responsible for on time publications of  
 property performance reports (online)
- Manage partner company responsible for  
 the operational management of the properties 

OPER ATIONS - PARTNER MANAGEMENT

- Manage all partner(s); Marketing & PR,  
 Legal and Brokerage 
- Office management (Office and HR) 

ORGANZATIONAL CHART

Board of directors

Executive Management

Development Operations

Partner 
Management Real Estate

Property 
Management Investment

Finance Account 
Management

ORGANZATIONAL CHART

Board of directors

Advisory boardExecutive Management

Development Operations

Partner 
Management Real Estate

Property 
Management Investment

Finance Account 
management
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MICHAEL DIETZ
Lead Software Engineer

AKSHAY MISHRA
Software Engineer

2. DEVELOPEMENT5

At blockimmo Michael (25) is responsible for the 
core development of the DApp and oversees every 
aspect of our technology. He leads the development 
team and architects every component of our soft-
ware stack, implementing the smart contracts and 
backend. Michael is an experienced software engi-
neer coming from a background in data engineering 
and machine learning. Prior to founding Waya.ai, he 
was a software engineer at Nordic Semiconductor 
and Intel, graduating with a degree in Electrical and 
Computer Engineering (ECE) from the University 
of Illinois (UIUC). Now he focuses on developing 
software solutions and products built on blockchain 
technologies - delivering solutions that not only 
meet spec, but are pragmatic, simple, and robust.

Akshay (21) focuses on developing and testing our 
smart contracts and backend. Akshay graduated 
with a B.S. in Computer Science from UIUC. Over 
his time there, he has taken interests in back end 
programming, machine learning, and blockchain 
technologies. His background is varied, but he tack-
les problems with a common underlying approach. 
He developes systems that are modular, reusable, 
and simple to reason about.

Open job positions can be found on https://blockim-
mo.ch/about#jobs

BASTIA AN DON
Managing Director

Jesse (30) is a creative front-end developer with ex-
tensive experience in user-interface and user-experi-
ence design. Before joining our team, Jesse was the 
Chief of Design at Muzeek, a senior Front-end Devel-
oper at a known freelance portal, and a WordPress 
Elite author on themeforest.net. His solo themforest 
work has generated over a quarter million dollars in 
sales from more than 4,800 customers; gathering a 
cult following spanning across dozens of countries.

Bastiaan (32) is the founder of blockimmo and he 
manages all aspects of the company’s operations. 
Bastiaan is an entrepreneur and investor based in 
Zug, Switzerland. He has previously started, built 
and sold companies within the IT and real estate 
industries, where he has more than 15 years of 
experience. In his last positions, he was the found-
ing partner and management member of renowned 
(global) serviced apartment companies.

JESSE NGATAI
Frtont-end Developer
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3. BOARD OF DIRECTORS

BASTIA AN DON
Board member

Bastiaan is the founder of blockimmo and he 
manages all aspects of the company’s operations. 
Bastiaan is an entrepreneur and investor based in 
Zug, Switzerland. He has previously started, built 
and sold companies within the IT and real estate 
industries, where he has more than 15 years of 
experience. In his last positions, he was the found-
ing partner and management member of renowned 
(global) serviced apartment companies.

36-year-old Mirko Käppeli has a longstanding track
record in finance at various real estate companies.
He has worked in financial roles at the Seewarte
Group since 2010, and has been their CFO since
2011. He previously worked as a Finance  Manag-
er in various companies, including Mobimo be-
tween2005 and 2009. Mirko Käppeli is Swiss and
holds a degree in Business Administration from the
University of St. Gallen (lic. oec. HSG).

MIRKO K ÄPPELI 
CFO - Zug Estates

5

TO BE ANNOUNCED 
Board Member

TO BE ANNOUNCED 
Board Member

TO BE ANNOUNCED 
Board Member
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4. BUSINESS MODEL

As stated in the preface, blockimmo intends to sell 
20% of its shares (conducting the STO) offering 
IMMO tokens. As a potential investor (shareholder) 
in blockimmo (who will join the STO and purchase 
IMMO Token), it is important to understand how 
the platform will generate income and thus payout 
dividends once generating enough revenue to cover 
operational costs (in short; is profitable)*. 

blockimmo has two (core) revenue streams: 

1) For each successful crowd-sale blockimmo will 
receive a 1% transaction fee in Ether

The 1% (on-chain) transaction fee is programmed in 
the smart contract (which can been viewed here36). 
The fee is taken from the final sale price of the 
property and automatically transferred to blockim-
mo’s company multi-sig wallet. 

2) For each dividend payout of specific properties, 
blockimmo will receive a 1% transaction fee in Ether

Here it’s important to understand that the 1% fee 

* A dividend distribution requires that all legal requirements are met.
** These views are "without guarantee" and no claims can be derived therefrom.
36 https://github.com/blockimmo-ch/contracts/blob/master/contracts/TokenSale.sol#L135

will be taken from the dividend payout before taxes 
and after deducting possible vacancies (gross 
yield).

The blockimmo management calculates that from 
the 4th year forward (a very defensive outlook)**, 
the platform will be profitable and payout dividends 
to our shareholders for the first time. Realistically 
blockimmo expects this to happen after the 3rd year 
and in a more positive outlook they are expecting so 
after the 2nd year. In general blockimmo aims to be 
profitable as soon as possible but doesn't want to 
make any commitments they can’t honor which is 
why blockimmo provides such a defensive outlook.

As a shareholder (tokenholder) of blockimmo, 
investors will be able to withdraw their share of 
dividend payouts by simply going to the blockimmo 
website, signing in, and claiming their portion of 
the dividends. It is important to note this process 
is completely decentralized and investors may also 
withdraw dividends directly from the IMMO-token 
smart contract by pinging it with their wallet holding 
the IMMO tokens.

5
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1. ROADMAP

* http://erc721.org/
** Only after sucessful STO

6
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2. SECURIT Y TOKEN OFFERING (STO)6
20% of blockimmo’s shares will be for sale to the 
general public in a STO (security token offering). 
Along with owning a stake in blockimmo, investors will 
receive dividends (once the company is profitable). 
Because blockimmo generates income via on-chain 
transaction fees, a smart contract will accordingly/
automatically transfer 20% of the (future) dividend 
payout to blockimmo’s shareholders. This is a clean, 
completely transparent process that results in block-
immo's shareholders being guaranteed they will be 
treated fairly and as promised. In this STO, blockimmo 
AG is listed as a "property" on the platform, where 20% 
of the company’s shares will be tokenized (symbol: 
IMMO, ERC-2037) and are for sale! 

Investors buy tokens of blockimmo exactly as if they 
were buying a real-estate property through the plat-
form, alongside other (real) listings! This is simply 
the common use-case where multiple investors own 
a stake in an investment property and receive pay-
outs dependant on the property’s generated income 
and expenses (in the STO’s case payouts are derived 
from the transaction fees blockimmo receives from 
property sales/income). The investors also act as a 
voluntary advisory board, because (as with real-estate 
properties) share of tokens also determines consul-

37 https://theethereum.wiki/w/index.php/ERC20_Token_Standard
38 https://blockimmo.ch/listing/blockimmo
39 https://help.blockimmo.ch

tative voting power. Thus, advice is given through a 
decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) voting 
process. All the while blockimmo is re-using the same 
smart contracts that power the blockimmo platform 
and eating its own dogfood!

The funds raised will be used to create more aware-
ness of the working product (marketing), hiring addi-
tional staff, guarantee (long-term) salaries to our staff, 
increase development speed by hiring more develop-
ers, extend functionality of the product beyond current 
version. In addition, a certain amount of the STO pro-
ceeds will be used to create liquidity in the trade portal 
(as briefly mentioned in 6.3), where property investors 
can exchange tokens peer-to-peer, and unfilled orders 
can be sold to blockimmo at a (discounted) price point, 
should the seller want to instantly liquidate their share. 

The exact details of the blockimmo STO can be found 
on the website38 and further details are shared in our 
FAQs39.In addition to building the platform, starting 
with the canton Zug’s land registrar, blockimmo is 
working with government agencies to adopt block-
chain technologies and begin the initial phases of 
migrating existing infrastructure (i.e. land registries) 
on-chain.
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3. FUTURE OUTLOOK6
The cooperation between blockimmo and their legal 
partner (MME) ensures the validity and bindingness of 
their systems and processes. In addition, blockimmo 
is preparing partnerships with known companies to 
seamlessly integrate services like management, finan-
cial reporting, and valuation of investment properties. 
blockimmo is in the process of integrating peer-to-
peer trading without fees (0x), peer-to-peer financing 
(OmiseGO) and blockimmo finished integrating a se-
cure, safe identity authentication (blockID40) into their 
platform’s ecosystem to ensure the new real-estate 
system they are building lives up to its full potential 
and the ideals of its predecessors (blockchain, Ethe-
reum). Last but not least, strategic partnerships are 
in the works with existing industry players (all to be 
announced soon). 

blockimmo's immediate goal is to successfully launch 
and operate their platform in Switzerland. Shortly after 
blockimmo will expand to nearby EU countries. And 
they will fully realize their vision when the platform is 
adapted to countries suffering corruption, fraud, lack 
of infrastructure  (i.e. an official cadastre), etc… Swit-
zerland is the perfect market to launch the blockimmo 
platform because the Swiss land registry system is so 
solid. This provides a foundation blockimmo can build 
on and trust while taking the first steps towards build-

40 https://blockid.ch
41 https://medium.com/@ilovebagels/token-curated-registries-1-0-61a232f8dac7
42 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mechanism_design
43 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proof-of-stake

ing a new real-estate system. 

Once the platform is operating smoothly and block-
immo has improved and refined it in the real-world, 
blockimmo can start to expand and move the official 
land registry on-chain. This is necessary for countries 
that aren’t fortunate enough to have such an excellent 
system in place like Switzerland. 

This is made possible by the use of a token-curated 
land registry41 in the blockimmo ecosystem (rather 
than a centralized registry as exists today). This reg-
istry is decentrally curated by entities in the blockim-
mo ecosystem, and its precision and truthfulness is 
intrinsically incentivised.42 This decentralized registry 
will be carefully engineered to economically incentiv-
ize all involved parties to curate a precise, legitimate 
registry by rewarding truthful curation / contributions 
and severely punishing any foul-play (similar to proof-
of-stake43). In essence, real-estate owners, sellers, and 
potential buyers/investors all rely on an accurate land 
registry, and when properly incentivized, they them-
selves can guarantee this accuracy. 

The result is a self-sustaining, permissionless, and 
fee-free system that will truly realize the full potential 
of blockchain technology in real-estate.
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3. FUTURE OUTLOOK6
After blockimmo reaches the important milestone of 
successfully selling the first few properties through 
blockimmo, they will begin the roll out of a solu-
tion built on top of their platform that 1) guarantees 
liquidity to investors, and 2) creates an ‘ index-fund’ of 
on-chain real-estate. This provides major benefits to 
their customers because they can sell tokens of prop-
erty instantly at any time (complete liquidity), all while 
building the foundation of an advanced token that 
blockimmo will discuss in more detail at a later time.

The blockimmo team is working every day since Feb-
ruary 2018 to make blockimmo a reality. The current 

status of the project is regularly updated at blockim-
mo’s website and blog. This is a working in progress 
version of the whitepaper. With steady progress all 
important puzzle pieces are falling into place, blockim-
mo will continue to update the white paper along the 
way. A final version will be published once important 
milestones in Q1 and Q2 2019 are reached.

For more information download our presskit
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DISCL AIMER

This draft whitepaper is for information purposes 
only and may change as the underlying technology 
and/or legal background may develop or change 
over time. It provides (only) an explanation of the 
blockimmo ecosystem and the functionality of the 
Tokens native to the platform. blockimmo AG, Zug, 
all of its affiliated and related companies and per-
sons do not guarantee the accuracy of the conclu-
sions elaborated on and reached in this whitepaper. 
Instead, this document is provided “as is”. In partic-
ular, the credentials of the Security Token Offerings 
(“STOs”) are for information purposes only and may 
not be mistaken for the so-called STO-Terms. The 
whitepaper further provides no representations and 
warranties, express or implied, whatsoever, includ-
ing, but not limited to: (i) warranties of merchantabi-
lity, fitness for a particular purpose, title or non-in-
fringement; (ii) that the contents of this whitepaper 
are free from error or suitable for any purpose; and 
(iii) that such contents will not infringe third-par-
ty rights. All warranties are expressly disclaimed. 
blockimmo AG and its affiliates expressly disclaim 
all liability for and damages of any kind arising out 
of the use, reference to, or reliance on any informa-
tion contained in this whitepaper, even if advised 
of the possibility of such damages. In no event will 
blockimmo AG, or its affiliates, partners, advisors 
or service providers be liable to any person or entity 
for any direct, indirect, special or consequential 
damages for the use of, reference to, or reliance 
on this whitepaper or any of the content contained 
herein.
 
There have not been made any representations or 
warranties regarding the accuracy or complete-
ness of the whitepaper and its content. Further, no 
representation or warranty was made regarding the 
viability of the described project. Therefore, nothing 

in this document may be considered as a promise 
or representation as to the future. To the fullest 
extent, all liability for any loss or damage of what-
soever kind (whether foreseeable or not) which may 
arise from any person acting on or following any 
information and opinions contained in this whitepa-
per, notwithstanding any negligence, default or lack 
of care, is disclaimed to the extent permitted by any 
applicable law. 
 
Risk warning:  Potential contributors should assess 
their own appetite for such risks independently and 
consult their advisors before making a decision to 
contribute in exchange for any Tokens native to the 
protocol of the blockimmo ecosystem. Users of 
the platform and/or contributors thereto shall be 
informed that by participating in an STO, he/she is 
familiar with the technicalities and risks associated 
thereof and understands that their contributions are 
non-refundable and may result in a complete loss of 
the contribution made.
 
This document does not constitute a prospectus 
nor an offer document of any sort. It is neither a 
solicitation for investment nor does it in any way 
pertain to an offering of securities in either country 
(incl. the USA, Canada) and in either jurisdictions. 
It further does not constitute advice to contribute 
ETH or FIAT in order to receive Tokens native to the 
platform described herein. It shall also not be relied 
upon in connection with, any contract or contribu-
tion decision. 


